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Wheel Ding King announces new equipment to fix dented and cracked wheels in the
Northern Virginia area. Working side-by-side with Fleming Automotive, Wheel Ding
King has a new piece of equipment that can fix wheels up to 33’’, and also
announces they have a new digital marketing strategy to help drive in web traffic.

(Newswire.net  -- July 10, 2013) Washington, DC – Wheel Ding King announces they will

be using the Einstein Marketing Platform (EMP) to help their digital presence on the
Internet and help potential customers find their services quickly and effectively. Further,
Wheel Ding King has a new piece of equipment which can fix wheels quicker than the
competition and for a much cheaper price, starting at $100 per wheel.

Wheel Ding King has joined up with Fleming Automotive in the Ballston area of Arlington, Virginia to provided the best
service to customers throughout the Northern Virginia and Arlington area.  The CEO, Sebastian Chavez, traveled
down to Lenco Holdings LLC in Miami, Florida to purchase this new machine, which can take the bends, dents, and
dings out of wheels up to 33 inches. According to Sebastian, “Working side-by-side with Tim Fleming has been a
dream come true. We work diligently together and always provide the best customer service to our clients.  He has
been like a father to me, teaching me something new every day.”

If you own a car and drive around the Washington DC MSA, you probably have hit a few potholes from time to time. 
These potholes can cause damage to the rims, cause vibration while driving at a higher speed, and is aesthetically
unpleasing. With all the construction going on in Northern Virginia, potholes are unfortunately something
Washingtonians all have to live with, but now there is an efficient solution to fix the problem, cost-effectively. Further,
curb rash can look very unattractive as well, damaging the overall look of a nice set of wheels.

Most people think a slight vibration in their tires is caused by suspension problems, when it’s really a bent rim that is
out of tune and needs a good straightening.  June 2013 had received the most rainfall in the last 20 years in the
Northern Virginia area, opening some very wide and deep potholes.  VDOT teams have been working overtime to
combat the pothole problem, but they just keep popping up and claiming their victims, all of whom need to repair their
wheels with the Wheel Ding King located at 601 N. Randolph Street in Arlington, Virginia.

Wheel Ding King has taken on an extensive digital marketing upgrade, to allow potential customers to quickly and
painlessly find their services on Search Engine’s such as Google, Yahoo, & Bing.  With this extensive marketing
upgrade, he will be receiving a new fully optimized website so clients with custom wheels, such as BBS & HRE, can
instantly find them online to fix their bent wheels and dings before they have to be replaced.

Wheel Ding King in Arlington, Virginia – Helping Washingtonians repair their bent and dented wheels in the Northern
Virginia area, starting at $100 per wheel.  Look for their new website in the next couple weeks and follow them on
Facebook!
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